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This book has been written to help students prepare
for the Key Word Transformation part of the Use of
English paper (grammar) of the Cambridge English :
B2 First exam. It will give you a good understanding
of the different grammatical structures commonly
used in this part of the Use of English test, e.g.
passive - active voice , conditional sentences ,
phrasal verbs, idioms, set phrases, comparativesuperlative, causative verbs, linking words,etc. If you
want to learn how to do Key word transformation
exercises effectively, this book is for you.
Get Ahead in FCE Get Ahead in FCE is essential
preparation material for the revised Cambridge FCE
examination. The course provides in-depth coverage
of the four essential exam skills - reading, writing,
listening and speaking - as well as grammar and
vocabulary exercises to help students develop the
required level of English. Each thematically based
unit contains: a lead-in section with speaking
activities the three parts of Paper 1: Reading
additional classroom activities for each reading text a
variety of vocabulary exercises, including practice on
easily confused words FCE-specific speaking
activities to help students increase their fluency and
accuracy FCE-specific writing tasks with additional
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exercises and writing tips FCE-specific listening, plus
listening support a mini Use of English test at the
end of each unit Get Ahead in FCE will enable you to
use English with confidence in real-life situations,
focusing your language learning on the skills you will
actually need to communicate - and to pass the FCE
exam. Key Features Ideal exam preparation for the
Cambridge FCE (2008 format) Learner training
component for development of study techniques
Extensive coverage of vocabulary, set phrases,
idioms and phrasal verbs Reading and listening texts
in a variety of genres, topics and styles
Pronunciation development Mapped to the Common
European Framework Full teaching notes Audio CDs
See accompanying Student's Book and Teacher's
Book.
FCE Use of English 1 is intended for students
preparing for the Cambridge: First (FCE) / Michigan:
ECCE examinations as well as other examinations at
the same level of difficulty. Features condensed
presentation of grammar structures and exercises,
phrasal verbs, prepositions, tenses, spelling rules,
pronunciations and word formation.
Learn the techniques and strategies that will help
you excel at part 7 of the Reading and Use of
English paper , i.e. the gapped text exercise. This
book has been written to help students prepare for
part 7 of the Reading and Use of English paper of
Cambridge English FCE and CAE exams. It will
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show you how to approach the test in a different and
more effective way. You will learn many techniques
and strategies that are not taught anywhere else, the
kinds of things that are learnt by doing dozens of
gapped text exercises and analyzing the whys and
hows of every answer.
FCE Use of English 2 - Revised is intended for
students preparing for this examination as well as
other examinations at the same level of difficulty.
Key Features: Condensed presentation of grammar
structures followed by exercises on each structure.
Folders consisting of phrasal verbs, prepositions,
idioms, key word transformations, collocations and
words often confused. Appendices on tenses,
spelling rules and pronunciation, phrasal verbs,
prepositions, and word formation. The Teacher's
Book for the Student's Book contains the answers
overprinted on the relevant pages of the Student's
Book as well as optional tests.
The Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam has a range of
texts shown to the candidates. Candidates must complete
tasks to show how well they can control their grammar and
vocabulary. You want to know that there is an extensive Use
of English section in the FCE exam. There are several
different formats, but all of them would require that you do
some extensive readings and then perform some gaps filling
or matching. This product comes with several practice
modules with contents we develop to help you prepare for the
exam. Questions are presented in different formats but they
all share the same goal - to get you adequately prepared for
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the exam. 120+ questions are included.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment
examination papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE)
exam. These examination papers for the Cambridge English:
First (FCE) exam provide the most authentic exam
preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise
themselves with the content and format of the exam and to
practise useful exam techniques. The Student's Book without
answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The
Student's Book is also available in a 'with answers' edition.
Audio CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and a
Student's Book with answers and downloadable Audio are
available separately. These tests are also available as
Cambridge English: First Tests 5-8 on Testbank.org.uk
Ten new Use of English practice tests for the Cambridge B2
(previously the Cambridge First). Answers included. Perfect
for students preparing for this important exam. For use in the
classroom or for practice at home. This second edition of
sample tests has been written to closely replicate the
Cambridge exam experience, and has undergone rigorous
expert and peer review. It comprises: Ten Use of English
tests, 40 texts, 300 individual assessments with answer keys,
write-in answer sheets and a marking scheme, providing a
large bank of high-quality practice material for students
preparing for the Cambridge B2 First. Each print-ready test
comprises: Part 1: Multiple choice cloze Part 2: Open close
Part 3: Word formation Part 4: Key word transformations The
content in this volume is also available in the FCE Academy
mobile app, part of a suite of critically acclaimed, test-practice
learning tools geared towards the Cambridge B2 First and C1
Advanced Use of English and Listening exams. Michael
Macdonald is the Director of Studies for Prosperity English
Madrid, an English-language teaching academy focused on
preparing candidates of Cambridge B2, C1 and C2
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examinations.
FCE Use of English 2 is intended for students preparing for
the Cambridge: First (FCE) / Michigan: ECCE examinations
as well as other examinations at the same level of difficulty.
Features condensed presentation of grammar structures and
exercises, phrasal verbs, prepositions, tenses, spelling rules,
pronunciations and word formation.
Thorough preparation for the FCE Use of English paper,
providing in-depth coverage and extensive exam practice.
The new multi-level exam preparation series for Cambridge
ESOL exams which inspires students to better exam results.
The Teacher's Book is accompanied by a DVD-ROM with
tests in both PDF and editable Word format, along with a
series of teacher training videos. There is also additional
photocopiable material in the Teacher's Book, with a focus on
material for the Speaking test.
_Timesaver For Exams_ is a new series of photocopiable
materials for English teachers to use with students who are
preparing for exams. They save teacher preparation time with
a wide range of refreshing easy-to-use lessons and activities,
providing motivational ideas for exam classes. The engaging
and contemporary content is aimed at teenagers and young
adults with an emphasis on repeated practice of exam task
types and includes exam tips and skills practice. _Reading
and Use of English for First (FCE)_ covers all seven parts of
the revised exam and can be used for students sitting both
the standard and For Schools exam.
Contains four complete tests for the First Certificate exam
from Cambridge ESOL. These past examination papers
provide the most authentic exam preparation available,
allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content
of the exam and to practise exam techniques. Colour visual
material for Paper 5 is included with each test. The Student's
Book is also available as a with answers edition, suitable for
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self study.
Complete First for Schools is official preparation for the
revised 2015 Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools
exam. This Student's Book combines the very best in
contemporary classroom practice with engaging topics aimed
at younger students. The information, practice and advice
contained in the course ensure that they are fully prepared for
all parts of the test, with strategies and skills to maximise their
score. Informed by Cambridge's unique searchable database
of real exam candidates' answers, the Cambridge English
Corpus, Complete First for Schools includes examples and
exercises which tackle common problem areas at this level.
The CD-ROM contains grammar and vocabulary exercises for
motivating, flexible study. Class Audio CDs, available
separately, contain the recordings for listening exercises.

The book provides systematic practice and
development of students' reading, use of English and
writing skills at intermediate and upper-intermediate
level. The book offers excellent preparation for the
revised Cambridge First Certificate Examination for
December 2008, as well as any other examinations
at the same level. Key Features: 10 Practice tests
(Papers 1, 2 and 3) providing thorough preparation
for the Reading, Writing and Use of English papers
of the revised Cambridge First Certificate
Examination; further practice on word distractors,
key word transformation, words often confused, error
correction, word formation, open cloze and multiple
choice close; Teacher's Book provides a full key to
the exercises in both the FCE Practice Exam Papers
and the FCE Listening and Speaking Skills, as well
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as tapescripts of all the Listening sections in the
Student's Books and suggested answers for the
speaking tests.
Key features of this book are: 10 complete practice
tests for FCE. FCE exam guide analyses all four
papers of the 2015 format: Reading & use of English
; Writing ; Listening ; Speaking. Contains a writing
supplement with sample answers and examiners
comments.
The book provides systematic practice and
development of students' reading, use of English and
writing skills at intermediate and upper-intermediate
level. The book offers excellent preparation for the
revised Cambridge First Certificate Examination for
December 2008, as well as any other examinations
at the same level. Key Features: 10 Practice tests
(Papers 1, 2 and 3) providing thorough preparation
for the Reading, Writing and Use of English papers
of the revised Cambridge First Certificate
Examination; further practice on word distractors,
key word transformation, words often confused, error
correction, word formation, open cloze and multiple
choice close. Teacher's Book provides a full key to
the exercises in both the FCE Practice Exam Papers
and the FCE Listening and Speaking Skills, as well
as tapescripts of all the Listening sections in the
Student's Books and suggested answers for the
speaking tests.
A test, answers with helpful tips, and a second test
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on the same topic in each four-page unit. Twenty
topics in each book. Twenty 'Review' pages, leaving
a mini reference book once all the tests have been
completed. Written for self-study and also suitable
for use in the classroom.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language
Assessment examination papers for the Cambridge
English: First (FCE) exam. These examination
papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam
provide the most authentic exam preparation
available, allowing candidates to familiarise
themselves with the content and format of the exam
and to practise useful exam techniques. The
Student's Book without answers is perfect for
classroom-based test practice. The Student's Book
is also available in a 'with answers' edition. Audio
CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and
a Student's Book with answers and downloadable
Audio are available separately.
FCE Use of English 1 - Revised is intended for
students preparing for this examination as well as
other examinations at the same level of difficulty.
Key Features: Condensed presentation of grammar
structures followed by exercises on each structure;
Consolidation sections consisting of phrasal verbs,
prepositions, open cloze texts, multiple choice cloze
texts, collocations, error correction, key word
transformations and word formation; Appendices on
prepositions, word formation, spelling rules and
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pronunciation; The Teacher's Book for the Student's
Book contains the answers overprinted on the
relevant pages of the Student's Book as well as
optional tests.
These books are designed to offer comprehensive
coverage of grammar points, with clear examples
and explanations as well as stimulating exercises,
suitable for learners at intermediate to advanced
level. Systematic practice of idioms, phrasal verbs,
prepositions, collocations and word formation is
provided through a variety of tasks. The books can
also be used by students who are preparing for the
Cambridge FCE and revised CPE examinations as
well as other examinations at the same level.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language
Assessment examination papers for the Cambridge
English: First (FCE) exam. These examination
papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam
provide the most authentic exam preparation
available, allowing candidates to familiarise
themselves with the content and format of the exam
and to practise useful exam techniques. The
Student's Book is also available in a 'without
answers' edition. Audio CDs (2) containing the exam
Listening material and a Student's Book with
answers and downloadable Audio are available
separately. These tests are also available as
Cambridge English: First Tests 5-8 on
Testbank.org.uk
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